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Story Telling in Benin

Abstract
One of the most significant traditions of African artists is that of the storyteller. This traditional figure remembers the legends and history of the tribe and village and passes them on to later generations in a linking of oral continuity. Modern phenomena are destroying the social cohesion in which this art form flourished, and although linguists and anthropologists are now endeavoring to record as many stories as possible, many, it is feared, have already been lost.
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Whoever wishes may tell a story...

STORY TELLING IN BENIN

Au Bnin l’art de conter des histoires traditionnelles est une affaire de famille sans rapports avec les rites restrictifs. Les femmes racontent les histoires qu’elles ont apprises durant leur enfance. Ces histoires qui sont reliées aux traditions historiques des Binis, sont d’une forme très artistique, et la narration est parsemée de chants qui entrecoupent la représentation volontairement non-dramatique du raconteur. Ces deux histoires Ozolu’a et Izevbokun et Igiorome, ont été racontées par Madame Enene Uso, chez elle, et décrivent des sujets familiers aux Binis. La première est une rivalité pour la possession du trône de l’Oba, la seconde l’histoire d’un héros local qui excellait à la Lutte, le sport favori des Binis.

One of the most significant traditions of African artists is that of the storyteller. This traditional figure remembers the legends and history of the tribe and village and passes them on to later generations in a linking of oral continuity. Modern phenomena are destroying the social cohesion in which this art form flourished, and although linguists and anthropologists are now endeavoring to record as many stories as possible, many, it is feared, have already been lost.

Professor Daniel Ben-Amos has recently spent some months in Benin, Nigeria, on a grant from the Midwestern Universities Consortium for International Activities, to study and record such stories. Here he describes the scene as the stories are told and records two tales from an evening’s presentation. Footnotes follow each story.

Ibota

The ibota is a family institution for the transmission of oral tradition in the West-African kingdom of Benin. In the early evening hours after the daily work has been completed, the family may gather in the ikun, the central room in the house, and discuss household matters, tell traditional narratives (oxa) and sing songs (ihuam). Once gathered in the ikun, the members of the family take their seats according to their age and sex. The head of the household usually sits near the ancestral altar, the children congregate in one corner on the floor, and the rest of the family sit on the mud benches along the walls. No restrictions or rites are involved with telling stories in the ibota. Whoever wishes may tell a story or start a song. However, two or three people often tell most of the narratives. The head of the household assumes a rather passive role as listener in the ibota and allows his wives and children to display their knowledge of Benin oral tradition.

The tales that Binis relate in the ibota are both history and art. They learnt their stories during childhood and now relate them in the house of their husband.

The participation of the wives in the ibota turns this informal storytelling session into a stabilizing factor of Benin oral tradition. The different versions of the same narrative converge at this point and the possible disparities between them can be reconciled. This is not a matter for open discussion at the ibota. Narrators are rarely criticized in public. The convergence of traditions in the family is a slow process of learning and adjustment. The existing tradition in the husband’s house may serve as a check upon the variations in the narratives of the wives. This balancing of oral versions against each other is one of the factors that contribute toward the stability and continuity of Benin oral tradition.

The tales that Binis relate in the ibota are both history and art. Their narrative content is historical. Many tales concern the lives of kings, their succession to
the throne, their wars of conquest and struggles to control their own people. The royal theme, however, is not a prerequisite for the belief in the historical truth of the stories. Tales about commoners and villagers, as marvelous and extraordinary as they may be, still maintain the aura of historical authenticity in the eyes of the Binis. At the same time the actual telling of the stories is art. The narratives are not merely a chronological listing of events but they do have literary and rhetorical artistic qualities.

The art of telling Benin history involves both singing and speech. The songs are interspersed between the narrative episodes and often are an integral part of the plot. For example, in the story of Ozolua and Izevbokun the song serves a reflective function, enabling one of the main heroes to meditate upon the course of events. Similarly, in the tale of Igioromi one song is actually a commentary by a secondary character upon the nature of the hero. These songs provide a respite in the flow of actions. The second song in this tale, however, is an essential narrative dialogue put into rhythmic language and music. The audience takes part in the chorus and in this way participates in the story telling itself. The narrator does not resort to any dramatic impersonation of the characters or to any external effects, such as gestures, in order to impress the listeners. He relies mainly upon the actual wording of the story and the sheer effect of the unfolding of the events. In that sense, Benin story telling is more a verbal art than a dramatic art.

Benin narratives do not have any required opening and closing formulae. The story teller may start with the Phrase ox’okpa ke do re, a story is coming, or ox’okpa siensienstien, this is a nice story. Then he introduces the main characters in the tale. In other cases he may begin with the main song and thus prepare his audience in a more active manner for what follows. For the conclusion the teller simply signifies evba ni osa nan ya de wu, here the story dies.

The stories of Ozolua and Izevbokun and Igioromi were told by Madame Enene Uso during an ibotia that took place in her house in February of 1966. Madame Uso is in her fifties. The listeners, ten children and five adults, were crowded into her small parlor for an hour and followed the narration attentively in the darkness of the early evening. She told her stories in Bini in a quiet and somewhat monotonous voice. The first story centers upon a common theme in Benin tradition, namely, the rivalry between the Oba’s sons. Succession to the throne followed the rule of primogeniture, but due to polygamy there was often more than one claimant to the throne. Probably the most famous story in Benin about this subject concerns the sons of Ozolua, Esigie and Aruanan (see Jacob Egharevba, A Short History of Benin, Ibadan, 1960, p. 62). Madame Uso confused the names of the heroes of these two stories at the beginning of her narration.

The second tale, Igioromi, is about a local hero who excelled in the favorite Bini sport of wrestling. Although the Binis consider Igioromi to be a historical figure, its main concern is to find similar tales in other West African traditions.

Ozolua and Izevbokun

This is a story about Ozolua and Esigie and all the people of Benin. Oba n’Osa, who created man, also made Esigie. Esigie was the senior brother, Izevbokun came next, and Ozolua was the youngest. They were brought up in Urorla. They were sent to the place called Uroma. Then they were nourished. There they were brought up. When they reached maturity, the earth ate chalk. 1 The people sent for them, so that Izevbokun could be made Oba of Benin. Ozolua said that he would accompany him part of the way. They prepared themselves and started on the road to Benin. All the children of the Oba followed them. Yes, so it was. As they approached Benin, the people said: “What is this? Two children of the Oba are coming to be kings of Benin?” “What is this?” they said, “Izevbokun is not worthy to be the Oba. Ozolua is the one who is fit for the throne.” “So that is the case.” Izevbokun had been told that Ozolua would bring trouble.

The people began to follow Ozolua. Izevbokun started to sing. He sang:

Solo: I did not ask my brother to follow me
Chorus: Ighi do
Solo: I did not ask my brother to follow me
Chorus: Ighi do
Solo: Eguanran3 cleared some farmland in Oka
Chorus: Ighi do
Solo: The yam-pickers picked yam and planted it in his farm
Chorus: Ighi do
Solo: The owner of the yam is the owner of the land
Chorus: Ighi do
Solo: I did not ask my brother to follow me

They passed by those people. After they went on for some time, other onlookers came to watch them. They said, “What! Is this the person who is coming to be Oba?” Izevbokun said, “Yes.” They said, “What?” they said, “The other one is worthy to be Oba. It is he whom we will crown as king.” They moved on a little further and Izevbokun began to sing again. They went on until they reached the Ikpoba river. When they arrived there, they called at the house of the priest of Ore. The priest gave Ozolua two hundred men and two hundred women. He who was supposed to be the King was not recognized at all. Izevbokun remarked bitterly. “So it has already started.”
They went on and Izebbokum sang:

Solo:  I did not ask my brother to follow me
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  I did not ask my brother to follow me
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Ezoro cleared some farm land in Oka
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Ozolu picked yam and planted it in his land
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  The owner of the yam is the owner of the land
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  I did not ask my brother to follow me
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior

They went on. They walked until they reached Okedo. The people there repeated what the other groups had said before. They said, “Izevbokum is not worthy to be Oba.”

They said, “Ozolu is the one who is fit for the throne.” When they reached Benin, the chiefs of the City repeated what the people on the road had said. They proclaimed, “Ozolu is the one whom we will crown as Oba.” They made Ozolu the Oba of Benin. They sent Izevbokum to rule over Ogbe. The Ikhimwin tree of Ezoti is still there today.

FOOTNOTES
1 Oto ri’orhue, a euphemistic expression referring to the burial of the Oba.
2 A proverbial giant.
3 Another name for Ikpoba river.
4 A formulative number used in describing the procession of the Oba.
5 The first quarter within the city-wall.
6 A quarter near the Palace.
7 This tree is believed to be the oldest tree in the world and is used in the worship of Osa. The High God. It is identified as Newbouldia Cadsea.

Igioromi

Solo:  Do not wrestle with them, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Do not wrestle with them
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  You have wrestled all over the world
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Now you are going to the spirit world
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Nobody in the world could defeat you
Chorus: Igioromi Omigior
Solo:  The spirits will not be able to defeat you
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Kere Kese
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior

Solo:  Kiri Kisi
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior

Igioromi was a very devilish person. He was so clever that he could wrestle and no one had ever thrown him to the ground. Whenever he would come to any place where a wrestling contest was going on, he would defeat every eghele with only one hand. He would knock them all down; he wrestled on and on. Then one day he took a rope and climbed a palm tree, although he had been warned never to do so. When he saw that his father and mother had gone to the farm, he began to climb palm trees, one after the other. As he was climbing one tree, he looked down and saw that they were wrestling in the spirit world. He said, “Ho! Why am I wasting my time here? Look at that wrestling contest.” He climbed down the tree, and when he reached ground he ran as quickly as he could along the road holding up his pants. At that moment his brother Ekpofi turned himself into a bluebottle fly and followed him. Igioromi reached the spirit world and descended into it. When he had arrived there, he began to follow the spirits. He lifted up one of them and threw him down. He lifted another and threw him down. When his brother saw this, he said, “What! Woe is me! How can I make him return home?” He started to sing.

Solo:  Do not wrestle with them, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  You have wrestled all over the world
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Now you are going to the spirit world
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Nobody in the world could defeat you
Chorus: Igioromi Omigior
Solo:  Kere Kese
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior

Igioromi caught another one, swung him around his head, and threw him down. That one died like the others. In the spirit world any person who hits the ground must die. So he died also. As Igioromi gripped another spirit, his brother began to sing.

Solo:  Don’t wrestle with them, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Do not wrestle with them, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  You have wrestled all over the world, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Now you are going to the spirit world, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Nobody in the world could defeat you
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  The spirits will not be able to defeat you
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Kere Kese
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior

Igioromi, lifted another of them, swung him around his head, and threw him down. He grasped another one and hit him in the same way. This was the fourth one he killed. There remained three more with whom he still had to wrestle. His brother broke into song:

Solo:  Do not wrestle with them, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Do not wrestle with them, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  You have wrestled all over the world, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Now you are going to the spirit world, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo:  Kere Kese
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
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Solo: Nobody in the world could defeat you, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo: The spirits will not be able to defeat you, O
Chorus: Kere Kese
Solo: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo: Kiri Kisi
Chorus: Igioromi O, Omigior

Igioromi did it again. There were only two left. He left. He followed one of the two, who was the sixth among them. They began to shake each other, holding one another by the upper arms. Again his brother broke into song:

Solo: Do not wrestle with them, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo: Do not wrestle with them, O
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo: You have wrestled the world over
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo: Now you go to the spirit world
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo: Nobody in the world has defeated you
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo: The spirits will not be able to defeat you
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo: Kere Kese
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior
Solo: Kiri Kisi
Chorus: Igioromi, Omigior

Igioromi lifted him and threw him down. After that he followed Ugbogigorinmwin, the seven-headed monster. It grasped Igioromi and with just one hand threw him up and Igioromi fell flat on the ground and died. “Oh!” his brother exclaimed, “Woe is me! Didn’t I tell you this would happen!”

The seven-headed monster plucked a leaf from the roadside, ground it up and used it to revive all the six spirits that Igioromi had killed. It awoke them up, every one of them. When all of them had gotten up it said, “Look at the person who killed you.” It said, “Look at him. I killed him.” They said, “Well done. Aren’t we going to eat him now?”

Some of them left to fetch water, others went to bring pepper and others to bring salt. The rest said they were going to bring other materials which were necessary for cooking. They divided the work among themselves. The Ugbogigorinmwin who killed Igioromi went to look for the umien, which gives flavor to food. All of them went away. They left the dead body lying on the ground. When the monster left, Ekpo, Igioromi’s brother, carefully went down. He took the leaf with which Ugbogigorinmwin had awakened the others not very long ago, and, whispering a charm, revived his brother with it. When Igioromi woke up he told him, “Don’t you see in what trouble you are now? Didn’t I tell you not to go and you didn’t listen! Let us escape.” They ran away as fast as they could.

Those who had gone to bring firewood and water encountered Igioromi on the road. They looked him over. “This is like an elephant, like an elephant’s leg!” The boy Igioromi began to sing:

Solo: It isn’t I, father. Yesterday I went to war. Today I am coming back.
Chorus: Safe return home!

He passed by them. When another met him he said:

Solo: This is like the hand
I left dead on the ground
This is like the leg
I left dead on the ground.
Chorus: It isn’t, it isn’t father.
Yesterday I went to war.
Today I am coming back.
Safe return home!
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He let him pass on. After Igioromi walked some distance another one asked him these questions and he answered likewise, and so he passed by. It happened like this several times. He traveled on and on. When he approached home another stopped him and said: "He is just like the one I killed on the ground, like the one I put on the ground." The boy jumped forward.

Solo: It isn't, father.
Chorus: Yesterday I went to war.
Safe return home.

And he passed by. When he went further on he met Ugboigiorinnwin. The monster looked him up and down and said, "This is the man I killed." The boy began to sing:

Solo: It is not I, it is not I, father.
Chorus: Yesterday I went to war.
Today I am coming back.
Safe return home!

In this way he got past them all and began to run. He approached his house. Just as he drew near his house the spirit returned from its errands and realized that he had run away. Then they asked the one-legged spirit to go and fetch him. He said, "All right. But if you send me, by the time I have managed to hobble this way and that, won't he have reached home?"

The two-legged spirit said "By the time I have branched out this way and that, won't he have reached home?"

"You, three-legged, go after him!"
"By the time I have panicked this way and that, won't he have reached home?"

The four-legged said, "Before I have defecated this way and that, won't he have reached home?"

The five-legged said, "Before I have jumped this way and that, won't he have reached home?"

The six-legged said, "Before I have bent this way and that, won't he have reached home?"

Ugboigiorinnwin said that he himself would go after him. It placed one leg on the crossroads between the spirit world and earth and placed its other leg at the gate of the boy's home. The boy quickly ran inside. The monster tried to catch him, but only managed to scratch some skin off his back with its thumbnail. The monster said, "This is very tasty. My share in the common feast would never have been so large." Then it went back. When it got there it told them that it had been able to lay hands on Igioromi and showed them its thumb, "Look at the thumb that I used in scratching him." They began to lick its thumb one after the other and licked and licked until the thumb became very small. This is the end of the story.

FOOTNOTES
1 The name Igioromi with a reverse syllable order.
2 Opomatopoeia imitating the sound of the ukuse, a Calabash rattle.
3 This is the first phase in wrestling called sikan. After the partners let go of each other and the real match starts.
4 The monster who lives in the spirit world. It breathes flames, blood, and smoke. It is considered as a king of bogey and there is no belief in it.
5 A fruit of the tree of Xylopia aethiopica. It is used as an ingredient in pepper soap.
6 Lyare, a formula used for blessing the warriors on going out to war and welcoming them back.
7 This dialogue is based on word play. Constructing the verbs which designate each action upon the number of legs of each character. "Okpa-one, kpa-to hobble (onomatopoeia); eva-two, ta-to branch in to side roads; eha-three, ha-to pance; evan-four, nen-to defeate; isen-five; san-to jump; ehan-six, han-to bend. The translation in general attempted to be faithful, but not literal. Mr. Robinson Ahanon and Mr. Ehondo assisted me in the translations.